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SUMMARY 
A recently described design method for one-parameter biomedical models such as limiting or serial dilution 
assays is generalized to two-parameter models for which the dose-response relationship can be expressed as 
a linear regression model with parameters a (intercept) and B (slope). Design formulae are proposed for three 
different cases in which prior information about the unknown regression parameters u and fl is available 
(a known, known and neither known, respectively). A suitable transformation of the two-parameter model 
enables the direct application of the one-parameter design method to the first two cases, while the third 
needs more advanced considerations. Two experimental designs, taken from the literature, are reproduced as 
closely as possible using the methods described, thus showing under which circumstances these designs are 
suitable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Good experimental design is crucial for effective statistical analysis. This paper deals with the 
experimental design for quanta1 two-parameter biomedical models, for which the dose-response 
relationship can be expressed as a linear regression model y = ct + fix, where x is a function of the 
dose z, and y is a function of the probability P ( x )  of a positive response. A well-known example of 
such a model is the logit regression model, resulting from the logistic function 
P(X) = 1/(1 + exp( - (a + Bx))) ,  
where x = log z and y is the logit of P ( X ) . ” ~  This model can be used to study the toxicity of a drug, 
or, for example, the relationship between dose of an insecticide and mortality of a target insect 
species. 
As an example of the application of the logistic model, consider the study of the relationship 
between the dose of a drug and the mortality of a target group of mice. A dose x (actually the 
logarithm of the true dose) of a drug is given to each of n mice. To formulate the model it is useful 
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to assume that each mouse possesses its own tolerance against a particular drug and dies when 
the dose level exceeds this tolerance. It is not unusual to suppose that the tolerance T j  of thejth 
mouse is a random observation drawn from a logistic distribution which is identical for all mice. 
Then P ( q  < x) = 1/{ 1 + exp [ - (m + Bx)] ). 
The one-parameter biomedical models (a = 0), such as limiting or serial dilution assays (LDAs, 
SDAs), where P ( x )  = 1 - exp( - fix), x = z and y = - log(1 - P(x)), form a special case. These 
models are used widely in many areas, including public hygiene, bacteriology, virology and 
imm~nology.~ The aim of a dilution assay is to estimate the frequency of one particular cell type 
among other similar cells (LDA), or to estimate the density of particular cells or micro-organisms 
per unit volume of solution (SDA). Experimental design for both dilution assays requires choice 
of the number of doses, the number of replicate cultures at each dose and the (mean) number of 
cells per replicate at each dose. Dose groups for which /3x is much greater than 1 will most surely 
respond positively (the value of P is near l), dose groups for which px is much less than 1 are likely 
to respond negatively (the value of P is near 0). It is clear that efficient determination of the 
unknown parameter in dilution analysis requires a setup whereby fix - 1 for at least some dose 
groups (the value of P is intermediate). Since some dose groups should be informative for values 
of in a certain range, information about B must be included in the design. Recently, Strijbosch 
et al? have developed a simple design method for the one-parameter model. A summary of this 
method is given in Section 2. An experimental design for the two-parameter model is more 
complicated, since prior knowledge of two different parameters has to be incorporated. Several 
authors have suggested appropriate designs,'~~ - * but these methods do not provide formulae for 
design characteristics, based on prior estimates of both parameters. In this paper the design 
method for the one-parameter models4 is generalized to two parameters. Three special cases are 
dealt with and each is illustrated with an example (Section 3). The examples clarify the 
circumstances under which a design, taken from the literature, is suitable, since this design is 
reproduced as closely as possible by carefully choosing the corresponding design parameters. 
2. A DESIGN METHOD FOR THE ONE-PARAMETER BIOMEDICAL MODEL y = /?x 
Strijbosch et aL4 propose design formulae for dilution assays which are based on the 
experimenter's criteria. They can be viewed as more elaborate than the suggestions of Finney' 
(pp. 428,435 and 437) and yield a setup with known and suitable properties. The following criteria 
have to be chosen by the experimenter: 
(i) lower ( P I )  and upper (8,) values for the unknown parameter B ( 0  < f l ,  < p < p,); 
(ii) lower (PI) and upper (P2) values for a fraction of positive replicates at a dose considered 
sufficiently informative (0 < PI < P ,  < 1) (in the sense of the Fisher information for 
individual doses'); 
(iii) an integral number (d) of doses which will yield sufficiently informative data as specified 
under (ii), (d 2 1). 
Let y ,  = - log(1 - Pl), and y ,  = - log(1 - P,), so that 0 < y, < y ,  (log denotes the natural 
logarithm). On the basis of the criteria chosen, the number of doses, m, and the number of cells, xj, 
per replicate at dose j ,  j = 1,. . . , m, can be calculated as follows: 
x j  = xlcj- l ,  j = 2,.  . . , m, (3) 
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Figure 1. Construction of a design x l r  . . . , x, assuming that for b1 < /3 < p2 exactly 3 log-doses x produce responses 
y = /3x in the interval from y ,  to y, 
where 
c = {Y2/Y111'd, (4) 
and L j denotes the 'integral part of'. 
These design formulae can be explained heuristically with the assistance of Figure 1 which 
shows the lines y = y,, y = y,, y = plx and y = p2x. Suppose that d = 3, and x,, x, and x3 are 
given values satisfying the condition y, < Bzxl < p2xz < f l 2 ~ 3  < y,. The value of x4 can then be 
found by letting p decrease from /?, to Po which is determined by the point (xl, yl). For 
Po < p < pz, it follows that y, < pxl < fix, < fix3 < y,, while fixl < y1 for /3 < Po. Thus a new 
value x4 has to be added to the series to satisfy the design requirements (ii) and (iii). In general it 
follows that xj+d = xjy,/y,,Justifying the geometrical series (3) and (4). Formula (2) follows from 
a condition of symmetry: xlx, = yly2/(p1p2). As xlx, = x:cm-', (2) is obtained. Finally, (1) 
is explained by observing that typically x1 %' y,/p,, while x,-d+l E y , / p , ,  and hence 
p - d  = 
The resulting assay design has the property that for each p such that p1 < fl < 8, exactly d 
values of x1 , . . . , x, satisfy the following condition: 
x m - d C l / x l  %' pZ/pl. 
y, < /?xi < y,, j = 1,.  . . , m. ( 5 )  
In this design method the interval from p1 to pz can be interpreted as the interval corresponding 
with a uniform prior distribution for p. The rationale of the method is that the statistical 
properties of the maximum likelihood estimator of /3 are as far as possible independent of the true 
value of #?. These statistical properties can be influenced further by the choices for P ,  , P ,  and d. 
Attempting to minimize the maximum asymptotic value of the coefficient of variation in the 
interval p1 < #? < #?,, with an equal number of replicates in each dose group, leads to a heuristic 
formula for the determination of P ,  and P2 when Bz/pl, d and m are given."." This coefficient of 
variation is defined by l/(P,/[I(P)]), where I ( / ? )  = ~j"=,(njxf/(exp(j?xj) - 1)) is the Fisher 
information. The number of replicates nj ,  j = 1,. . . , m, are preferably equal and can be 
determined on the basis of a user-supplied coefficient of variation." 
This section is concluded with a numerical example based on a design taken from the literature. 
We investigate parameter values for our design method which will approximately reproduce this 
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Figure 2. Graph of the functionsf,(/3) = exp( - px,), j = 1 , .  . . , m, representing the probabilities of a positive response. 
The design parameters are = 0.40, /3* = 52.9, d = 3, P ,  = 0.25 and P ,  = 0.90, yielding m = 10 
design, thus throwing some light on the circumstances under which it is suitable. Finney' (see 
Section 20.6) presents a design for the estimation of the density of rope spores in a potato flour. 
The recorded experiment leads to the estimate /? = 7.66. For this design 10 dilutions are used, 
obtained in a geometrical fashion, with x1 = 1/128 = 0.0078125, and x j  = x,2j-'. Approximately 
the same dilution series can be obtained, using equations (1) to (4), with, for example, p1 = 0.40, 
b2 = 52.9, d = 3, P ,  = 0.25 and P ,  = 0.90, leading to c = 2.0003, rn = 10 and x1 = 0.007814. In 
Figure 2 the functions exp( - j?xj ) , j  = 1, . . . , my for B1 6 p < p2,  as well as the horizontal lines 
at P ,  and P , ,  are presented. This figure illustrates the property of the design, namely a vertical 
line for every f i  in the interval from j1 to each intersecting exactly d functions at points between 
PI and P,. 
3. DESIGN METHODS FOR THE TWO-PARAMETER MODELS y = a + px 
After a linearizing transformation many dose-response relationships can be expressed as a linear 
regression model with two unknown parameters: y = a + bx, where x = logz, z is the dose, and 
y = f ( P ( x ) ) ,  where P(x) is the probability of a positive response.'.' For example, the logistic 
model 
P(x) = 1/{ 1 + exp [ - (a + @)I} 
y = log{P(x)/[l - P ( x ) ] }  = a + px. 
(6) 
(7) 
can be written as 
It is important to establish that the model changes when z is expressed in other units. Therefore, 
the use of a model y = a + fix presupposes a specific unit for z. By analogy with the one- 
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parameter case (formulae (1) to (4)), design methods for the two-parameter model have been 
developed when a prior point estimate for a and an interval estimate for B are available (Section 
3.1), or when a point estimate for f l  and an interval estimate for a are available (Section 3.2), or 
when interval estimates for both a and B are available (Section 3.3). The choice of P, and P ,  (or 
equivalently y, and y, based on equation (7)) in the two-parameter cases is more complicated 
than in the one-parameter case and is dependent on the goal of the analysis. When applying the 
Spearman-Karber method to estimate an ED50 (the median effective dose which on average 
produces a response in 50 per cent of subjects), for example, one of the requirements is that the 
proportion of positively responding subjects varies from 0 to 1. This leads to a choice for PI near 
0 and for P, near 1. In estimating the EDy where y is close to 0 or 1, it is considered important" 
to locate the doses around the EDy. This can easily be achieved by choosing P, and P, such that 
P, < y < P, and applying the most appropriate design method of Section 3. 
3.1. A design method for the case a = a, and f l ,  i 
Suppose that a, is a point estimate for a and that an interval estimate for fl is from f l ,  to B,. Just 
as in Section 2, assume that 0 -= PI < 8,. We shall concentrate on the more interesting, and at the 
same time more complicated, case where a, < y, < y,. Then the design formulae (1) to (4) can be 
applied directly: 
< f l ,  
m = d + Llog(P2/Bi)/log(~)J, 
x1 = JCOI, - a,)(Yz - ~ 0 ) ~ 1 - " / ( ~ 1 B 2 ) l ~  
xj = xlcj-', j = 2,. . . , m, 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
where 
The resulting design has the property that for each B in the interval from f l ,  to f l ,  exactly d values 
of x,, . . . , x, satisfy the condition y, < a, + f lx j  < y,. Note that for the doses in this design we 
may write: 
which means that the original doses should be chosen equidistantly on a log-log scale. This is 
remarkable, since in most designs in the literature,,, 5 7 7 7  doses equidistant on the log-scale 
are recommended or used in Monte Carlo experiments. Finally, in the remaining case 
y1 < a, < y,, it is easy to see that m = d, and xi, j = 1,. . . , d merely need to satisfy 
Again we conclude with a numerical example based on a design taken from the literature and 
investigate which parameter choices in our design method will approximately reproduce this 
design. Berkson" presents in his Table I an experiment with doses of 40,60,80,100,120,140,160, 
180, 200, 250 and 300 units. The recorded experiment yields, assuming the logistic model (6), 
estimates 61 = - 10.33 and j? = 5.66. Since he uses the transformation x = log,,(z), we must take 
here f i  = 5.66/log(lO) = 2-46. Assuming a. = - 10.3 and P ,  = 1 - P, ,  we find that each of the 
following combinations, applying (8) to (1 l), produce a design with 11 doses and approximately 
40 and 300 units for the first and last dose, respectively: d = 1, = 1.80, 8, = 2-79 
and P, = 0.444; d = 2, f l ,  = 1-84, BZ = 2.73 and P ,  = 0.390; d = 3, B1 = 1.88, BZ = 267 and 
PI = 0-338; d = 4, B, = 1-92, BZ = 2.61 and P, = 0.290. It is clear, however, that the spacing 
can not be reproduced exactly. 
y, < + BZxj i y 2 , j  = 1, . . . , d.  
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Figure 3. Illustration of the conditions for the construction of the design method in Section 3.3. The values j ,  TI,  P,, ,f3 
and P4 refer to the choice for the weights of translation and rotation in the construction of the design formulae (22) to (24) 
3.2. A design method for the case a, < u < a, and fl  = f lo 
Suppose that an interval estimate for a is from a, to a, and that Po is a point estimate for p. Then 
the following design formulae can be deduced from (1) to (4): 
xj = x1 + ( j  - l)e/po, j = 2,. . . , m, 
e = ( Y ,  - Y,I/d. 
(15) 
(16) 
where 
This follows from the transformations y* = ey, /?* = e', x* = eSox, and applying (1) to (4) to the 
model y* = p*x*. The property of the resulting design is that for each a in the interval from a, to 
a, exactly d values of x,, . . . , x, satisfy the condition y, < a + poxi d y,. Note that in this 
situation doses are equidistant on the log-scale. 
We will now consider the same example as in Section 3.1 using a fixed value for B and an 
interval estimate for a. Assuming Po = 2.45 and P ,  = 1 - P , ,  we find that each of the following 
combinations, applying (13) to (16), produces a design with 11 doses starting with 40 and ending 
with 300 units: d = 1, a, = - 14.0, a, = - 9.04 and PI = 0.439; d = 2, a, = - 13.73, 
a, = - 9.28 and P ,  = 0.379; d = 3, a, = - 13.5, a, = - 9.53 and P ,  = 0.323; d = 4, 
a1 = - 13.23, a, = - 9.76 and P ,  = 0.271. 
3.3. A design method for the case a, d a < a, and p, d p < pz 
Figure 3 illustrates construction of the design method in this section. Suppose that interval 
estimates for a and p are from a, to a, and from p, to &, respectively, and that a, < a, < y , ,  
0 < PI < /3, and f11/f12 d ( y ,  - a,) / (y ,  - a,). This configuration corresponds to the situation 
which is of primary interest. By analogy with Section 3.1 we shall concentrate on this case. 
The last condition means that the slope (8') of the line through the points (0, a,)  and 
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((y2 - a1)/B2,y2) is greater than or equal to a,. Then, combining the results of the two 
preceding sections, a method can be invented for this case. In the first place, the approximate 
number of doses is determined. Applying (8) to (11) with a. = a, yields m ,  and c,. To cover 
all remaining combinations of a and 8, it is sufficient to extend the design applying (8) to (11) 
once more to y = a2 + fix, with Po < 8 < p2,  where Po = B2(y2 - a2) / ( y2  - a,). This yields 
m2 and c2 .  Since the m ,  and m2 doses overlap an interval corresponding with d doses, 
m = m, + m2 - d doses are needed for a design with the property that at least d values satisfy 
y ,  < a + a x j  < y2 (for any a, < a < a2 and 8, < /? < p2). It is not possible to construct a 
design with the property that exactly d values satisfy this condition." It follows that 
m = d + Llog(B2/Pi)/log(~i)J + Llog((~2 - ai)My2 - a2))/10g(~2)1, (17) 
where 
and 
Obvious choices for x ,  and x ,  are 
When it is important that for all considered parameter values a and 8, the proportions 
of positive responders in an experiment vary from P ,  to P , ,  better choices for x ,  and x ,  
are x, = (y, - a2)/fi2 and x ,  = (y2 - al)/fll. This is the case, for example when the 
Spearman-Karber method is applied to estimate an ED50. 
Now, it follows from the results of the Sections 3.1 and 3.2, that the choice of x j ,  
j = 2 , .  . . , m - 1, should depend on the ratio of the lengths of the intervals from a, to a2 and 
from 8, to B2. When the first is large and the second is small, equidistant values for x j ,  
j = 1 , .  . . , m, are advisable, whereas in the opposite case a geometrical series is preferable. 
Combining these ideas, the following design formulae are proposed: 
x j  = { T [ x ,  + ( x ,  - x l ) ( j  - l)/(m - l)] + W R x l ( x , / x l ) ( j - l ) ' ( m - l )  )AT+ WR),  
j = 2, .  . . , m - 1 ,  (22) 
where 
and 
Motivation for the choice of the weights T (for translation) and R (for rotation) is as follows (see 
Figure 3). The design formulae of Section 3.1 (a, = a2 = ao) could be found by studying the effect 
of rotation of the line y = a. + Bx around the point (0, ao), on the log-doses. Accordingly, 
the design formulae of Section 3.2 (8, = p2 = P o )  could be found by studying the effect of 
translation of the line y = a + Box from y = a, + /lox to y = u2 + Box on the log-doses. These 
effects must be quantified somehow to determine the weights R and T. Since the effect of rotation 
is different for y, and y 2 ,  all effects are considered for = (y, + y2)/2 only. Furthermore, the 
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Figure 4. Graph of the functionsfi(a, 8) = 1/{ 1 - exp [ - (a + @ x j ) ]  ] at each extreme of either parameter interval. The 
xis,  j = 1,  . . . , m, follow from formulae (17) to (24) with design parameters a1 = - 10.7, a2 = - 9.9, @, = 2.03, /Iz = 2.65, 
P, = 038,  P, = 080 and d = 4 and W =  1 resulting in m = 11 
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effects of rotation for a = a, and a = a z ,  respectively, are accumulated, as are the 
effects of translation for 8 = Dl and /? = b2,  respectively. Thus, the effect of rotation can be 
expressed as (2, - Z1) + (2, - Z2), whereas the effect of translation is (1, - 2,) + (Z2 - Zl) .  
Since 2 ,  = ( j  - az)/&, i2 = ( j  - al)/&, Z3 = ( j  - aZ)/o1 and 2, = ( j j  - the quotient 
of R and T is: 
Hence, (23) and (24) represent possible choices for R and T. W is a weighting factor of which the 
optimal value is dependent on the purpose of the analysis. Under certain restricted conditions, 
Ashton’ (p. 30) gives the asymptotic variance of an ED50. Limited Monte Carlo simulations 
comparing the ratio of the square root of this variance and ED50 indicate that W should be larger 
than 1. Further investigation is needed on this subject. 
We will now consider the example used in the two previous sections using interval estimates for 
both a and 8. Note that it is much more difficult now to find combinations of parameters 
reproducing the design. We present only one combination. Applying (17) to (24) with 
a,  = - 10.7, az = - 9.9, p1 = 203, b2 = 2-65, d = 4, W = 1, P ,  = 038 and P ,  = 0.80, results 
in the doses 41, 49, 58, 70, 84, 102, 125, 154, 191, 239 and 301 units. Figures 4(aHd) present a 
graph of this design at each extreme of both parameter intervals. 
If both conditions a1 < a2 < y, and fil/p2 < (yz  - a 2 ) / ( y 2  - a,)  are not satisfied, alternatives 
for formulae (17) to (24) are possible applying the same concepts. 
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